Quantification of bulk solution limits for liquid and interfacial transport in nanoconfinements.
Liquid imbibition, the capillary-pressure-driven flow of a liquid into a gas, provides a mechanism for studying the effects of solid-liquid and solid-liquid-gas interfaces on nanoscale transport. Deviations from the classic Washburn equation for imbibition are generally observed for nanoscale imbibition, but the identification of the origin of these irregularities in terms of transport variables varies greatly among investigators. We present an experimental method and corresponding image and data analysis scheme that enable the determination of independent effective values of nanoscale capillary pressure, liquid viscosity, and interfacial gas partitioning coefficients, all critical transport variables, from imbibition within nanochannels. Experiments documented herein are performed within two-dimensional siliceous nanochannels of varying size and as small as 30 nm × 60 nm in cross section. The wetting fluid used is the organic solvent isopropanol and the nonwetting fluid is air, but investigations are not limited to these fluids. Optical data of dynamic flow are rare in geometries that are nanoscale in two dimensions due to the limited resolution of optical microscopy. We are able to capture tracer-free liquid imbibition with reflected differential interference contrast microscopy. Results with isopropanol show a significant departure from bulk transport values in the nanochannels: reduced capillary pressures, increased liquid viscosity, and nonconstant interfacial mass-transfer coefficients. The findings equate to the nucleation of structured, quasi-crystalline boundary layers consistently ∼10-25 nm in extent. This length is far thicker than the boundary layer range prescribed by long-range intermolecular force interactions. Slower but linear imbibition in some experimental cases suggests that structured boundary layers may inhibit viscous drag at confinement walls for critical nanochannel dimensions. Probing the effects of nanoconfinement on the definitions of capillary pressure, viscosity, and interfacial mass transfer is critical in determining and improving the functionality and fluid transport efficacy of geological, biological, and synthetic nanoporous media and materials.